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The Malibu/Mirage Owners & Pilots Association
(MMOPA) is a not-for-profit organization dedicated to
the interests and safety of owners and pilots worldwide
who fly PA46 derivative (Malibu, Mirage, Meridian,
JetPROP and Matrix) aircraft. MMOPA was founded in
1991, and now serves more than 900 members. MMOPA
is not affiliated with the Piper Aircraft, Inc., of any other
manufacturer/vendor.
Membership is available to any registered or prospective
owner and/or operator of qualified aircraft or any qualifying
individual or organization involved with or providing a
service for the PA-46 family of aircraft. Dues are $250
annually and includes a subscription to MMOPA Magazine,
access to the MMOPA members website and forums, and
eligibility to attend MMOPA events and activities (additional
fees may apply to some events).

MMOPA LIBRARY: The MMOPA website has an in-depth
library with a variety of maintenance instructions and best
practice documents, checklists, POH’s and guides. In addition,
there are training and safety content, Service Bulletin
information and back issues of MMOPA Magazine. New
resources are continually added and updated.
ANNUAL CONVENTION: Each year, PA46 pilots and
enthusiasts gather for a four-day event featuring seminars,
vendor trade show and social activities. The convention is
open to MMOPA members and nonmembers. The location is
rotated throughout each region of the country.
MMSTF: The Malibu Mirage Safety & Training Foundation
is exclusively focused on the education and safety of
PA46 Pilots and Operators. MMSTF was originally chartered
by the Malibu Mirage Owner Pilot Association and became a
fully independent nonprofit association in 2011. MMSTF is
a 501(c)(3) and contributions may be tax deductible.
MMOPA Training Directory: MMOPA Vendor Members
who have represented that they offer type-specific initial and
recurrent PA46 training with an insurance-approved syllabus.

MMOPA ONLINE FORUMS: One of the most active online
forums in general aviation, the MMOPA forums has dozens
of messages posted each day. It is the ideal place to discuss
ownership, safety, operational and maintenance topics,
absorb information or get any question answered.

RACE INITIATIVE: MMOPA and Piper Aircraft have
developed a means for members to submit input to
the Piper RACE Team (Reliability of Aircraft & the
Customer Experience). This is a streamlined mechanism for
real-world user experience from members to be provided to
decision makers at Piper, for the purpose of making product
design changes that benefit the PA46 fleet. Voluntary
participation is appreciated by the other MMOPA members
and by Piper Aircraft.

MMOPA HOTLINE: Members have access to experts to
answer questions regarding airframe/engine, avionics, legal
issues and general membership.

MARKETPLACE: Members and vendors can list aircraft,
parts, services and other aviation related items for sale in
this online listing service.

Member-Only Benefits & Services
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EDITOR’S NOTE

by Dianne White

Executive Director
Brian Cameron
E-mail: bcameron@mmopa.com

A No-Go at KCOS

T

The skies over in Colorado Springs
the morning April 9 were brilliantly
sunny and cloudless. It looked like
a great day to make the 460-nm
trip in a 2008 Mirage from KCOS
to our home airport, New Century
Air Center (KIXD) in suburban
Kansas City. Pulling up ForeFlight,
the KCOS METAR told a
different story:

METAR KCOS 091554Z
26025G30KT 10SM FEW120
15/M14 A2971 RMK AO2
PK WND 23038/1627
The forecast indicated the strong
winds were not going to improve as
the day wore on:

TAF KCOS 091721Z 0918/1018
29025G35KT P6SM FEW250
Meanwhile, the weather at our
destination (KIXD) looked a bit
breezy as well:

SPECI KIXD 091549Z
19019G31KT 10SM SCT026
22/16 A2962 RMK AO2 PK
WND 21031/1542
KIXD TAF 091734Z
0918/1012 19020G28KT
P6SM SCT028
Typical of the Midwest’s windy,
stormy springtime weather, a dry
line was setting up that would bisect
the state of Kansas ahead of a cold
front. Late in the day, the forecast
called for the development of a line
of fast-moving thunderstorms, which
6
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would race across far-eastern Kansas
into Missouri.
Having studied the weather for
several days, we expected the cold
front, but not the early day extreme
winds. The Rockies spawns terrific
winds that aren’t always on the
longer-range forecasts, and this day
was no exception. As many of you
know, COS has two parallel northsouth runways (17/35) with 11,000
and 13,500 feet of pavement each,
and a shorter 13/31 runway with
8,300 feet. The wind that morning
produced a direct crosswind to the
north-south runway and a 50-degree
left crosswind to Runway 31. What
really got our attention were the wind
speeds: 25 gusting to 30 kts, with a
peak wind clocked at 38 kts.
At home, the surface winds weren’t
much better, but at least they were
pretty much down the runway.
This seemed like a
great time to pull out the
MMOPA FRAT. The MMOPA
Flight Risk Assessment Tool – FRAT
for short – is a PA46-specific tool that
quickly analyzes the risk elements
of a particular flight and presents
a numerical value that falls within
predetermined thresholds of risk. The
goal is help pilots think about and
proactively identify hazards, which
will help them make better go/no
go decisions.
Although the FRAT concept has
been around for a while, there has
never been one customized for the
unique operating characteristics of
the PA46. A team of experienced
PA46 operators and instructors
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devoted dozens of hours to the
development of this tool, which
is now available to members and
nonmembers in the iTunes app
store free of charge. It is the goal of
MMOPA that every PA46 pilot make
the FRAT a regular part of their
pre-flight planning.
My husband was PIC that day,
so he busily plugged in his answers
to the FRAT. Several things were
not working in our favor: a limited
familiarity with the Avidyne Entegra
flightdeck and S-TEC autopilot
integration (We typically fly G1000);
little recent experience in the PA46,
high terrain at COS and those strong
surface winds. Interestingly, when
you answer affirmatively to the
“Surface winds >30 knots, crosswind
>15 knots,” a red “Caution!” is flagged
next to the entry. Also, having an
instrument-rated co-pilot made a
considerable positive difference in
the score, reinforcing that having
a qualified right-seater with you is
more than a work-saving luxury. It
adds significantly to the safety of
the flight.
His score – a 17 – fell in the yellow
CAUTION range. Although it didn’t
indicate RED for no-go, the surface
winds at COS seemed way too dicey.
Also, the forecast for the following
day looked fabulous with light surface
winds. It seemed like a no-brainer, so
we called it a “no-go” and stayed an
extra day.
The FRAT didn’t make the call
for us, but it did make a valuable
contribution to our ultimate decision.
It asked us to consider every hazard
that could become a safety liability.
Rather than focus on the task of
getting from point A to point B, it
adds an element of self-reflection at
the most critical phase of flight: when
we were still on the ground and could
say “no” to taking the runway.
Safely completing your next flight
doesn’t just happen; it’s the result of
careful planning and preparation.

You pre-flight to make sure your
aircraft is airworthy. You calculate
fuel load and double-check weight
and balance if necessary. You check
the weather. But how do you evaluate
the risks? It is MMOPA’s vision
that the FRAT not only become an
essential tool for making informed

decisions, but that it will make a
positive impact on safety and lead to
fewer fatal accidents in the PA46 fleet.
Consider making the FRAT an
essential part of your pre-flight prep.
What have you got to lose besides two
minutes of your time?
Most likely a lot.

°
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by Randy James

PRESIDENT'S LETTER

The FRAT:

Synergistic Accomplishment

F

But I am most proud of MMOPA’s FRAT Apple iPad
and iPhone App, which resulted from the synergy of
MMOPA’s executive director, Brian Cameron, board
members Charles Ivester, Joe Lechtanski, Mary Bryant,
Dave Bennett, Tom Kieffer, Bart Barlett and especially
volunteer MMOPA member Garrett McAuliffe. Together,
they created a product that is available to all pilots, not
just MMOPA members. With the introduction of the
FRAT App, MMOPA and these individuals have advanced
aviation safety immeasurably and significantly. Bottom
line, the FRAT App, when used, will save private pilots
and their precious cargo – their trusting passengers –
lives. Bravo to these talented folks, an accomplishment
that would have certainly been achieved without any
input from me. Perhaps I was the herder of the talented
aviation cats. Regardless, all private aviation benefits from
the FRAT app.

Forty years ago on April 27, 1977, I took my first “official”
(logged) flight instruction at Summit Airpark in N9275U,
a tired Cessna 150 trainer at Summit Airpark Delaware,
then N92, now KEVY. I still remember passing over the
C&D Canal (the Chesapeake and Delaware Canal between
the Chesapeake and Delaware Bays), my landmark to turn
crosswind and seeing that empty seat when I checked for
traffic. It seems like yesterday in some respects, and so long
ago in many others.
From that day in April of 1977 until my private check
ride on Sept. 2, 1977 with Dennis Einstein as the designated
FAA examiner, I never quite imagined where my aviation
experience would take me. I certainly did not know then
that I would one day have the good fortune to own N364ST,
my 2005 Mirage or serve on the MMOPA Board with such
talented folks, much less serve as your president, of which I
am proud.
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More Stuff Coming

Your Board is not finished, there
are more products coming or in
the pipeline, one or more that will
have likely been released by the
time of this publication include the
Proficiency Assessment Review
(PAR) for Mirage and others that
will be announced by email blast or
on the MMOPA Forum. As with any
MMOPA product, please reach out to
your Executive Director Brian Cameron
or any Board member to express your
thoughts, opinions or insights. And if
anyone reading this message has an
idea they would like to share, please do
consider sharing that idea.

Colorado Springs
Board Meeting

The traditional Spring MMOPA
Board meeting is held in April. As I
write this message, the Board meeting
starts tomorrow, Saturday, April 8. I
will attend by phone or some other
app because of a bum right knee that is
being replaced later this month. Truly
I hate to miss the meeting because
of the phenomena that occurs in the
meeting room with all of the bright
minds, present company excluded,
weighing in on the topics of flying
this airframe safely. Piper is sending
its representatives to this meeting, a
gesture that is greatly appreciated by me
and the Board. Maintaining a positive
relationship with the manufacturer
of the planes we fly is so important to
maintaining the fleet and sustaining
the investment we have all made.

Charleston Convention:
September 13-17

Please mark your calendars and
plan to attend the annual MMOPA
convention held in Charleston this
year. Your Board met in Charleston
last April to check out the hotel
and plan for this year’s convention
(much as the Board is meeting in
Colorado Springs to check out next
year’s location). Bill Alberts and
your Mary Bryant are planning a

remarkable four days of education,
vendor exhibits, and fun times for all
in Charleston. Plan now to attend.

including legal. There are others who
have talents that would be beneficial
to this organization and I promise
that the reward of serving with such
talented folks is a huge payback for
the time it takes. Consider becoming
involved by starting on a committee
with MMOPA.

Volunteers

I became involved with the MMOPA
Board because Jim Yankaskis, then
MMOPA president, called for volunteers
and listed specific areas of need

°
•
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A Flight
Out of Africa
10,555 miles
28 countries
59 hours of flight
1 beautiful Malibu
reaches home.

A

by Chris Johnson

As the wheels of the Malibu touched the runway in Duluth,
Minnesota, I could hardly contain my excitement. I’ve
always wanted to visit the city at the easternmost tip of
Lake Superior. But I never thought my arrival would be
from the north.
It was inconceivable where our flight began that day,
much less the airport where our journey began a week
earlier. As we talked to the U.S. customs officers after
parking on the ramp, the entire journey began to sink in
and the fatigue from the last leg of 6.5 hours seemed to
have worn off. I was rejuvenated and ready for more!

Starting Point
The journey began many months earlier, specifically on
the day my wife told me she was pregnant with our third
daughter. I knew that instant that we had outgrown our
beloved four-seater aircraft, which we used often to take

10
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Chris Johnson and Chad Menne.
our 5- and 3-year-old girls to visit their grandparents.
After some serious reflection and discussion, I had decided
to give up flying with the idea that I could pick it up
again someday.
However, after selling our plane and settling into life
without flight, I became depressed and knew that airplanes
and aviation were a big part of who I am. I began furiously
researching candidates for our next family vehicle. Twins,
Bonanza, Cessna 210 and 5-place Cirrus were in the mix.
But when I came across a PA46 at our local airport, I knew
that had to be our next choice.
After calling Chad Menne of Malibu Aerospace and
setting a budget, the hunt was on for a Piper Malibu or
Mirage. Several candidates came and went, logbooks
were reviewed, and nothing seemed to be the right fit.
Then Chad called me about a potential Piper Malibu in

South Africa. I had seen this aircraft listed online before
but thought, “It’s in South Africa. Might as well be on
the moon.”
After researching more information about the plane,
Chad seemed to think that this looked like a good
candidate “on paper.” It was doable but had financial risk
involved in terms of travel and accommodations to get
there. Also, there was that pesky task of getting it home.
We decided to take the risk. Plans were made for Chad
to arrive a few days in advance to scout things out. As
soon as he arrived in Tzaneen, South Africa, he and the
current owner, Alan Davson, took the Piper Malibu for
a flight to 25,000 feet. The flight went well, and the next
step was to get it into the shop and get a better look under
the cowling. After the first day, Chad sent an email that I
should plan to come. I had paused my packing efforts and
held off buying supplies because I had expected bad news. I
was ecstatic to hear there was still a chance for a two-week
international trip. I had been overseas only once before, so
I was quite apprehensive about traveling so far, much less
the plan to fly halfway across the world in a single-engine
piston plane.
After my arrival in Hoedspruit, South Africa, we drove
straight to the airport in Tzaneen where the plane was
located. After reviewing with Chad the pre-purchase flight
and inspection, things seemed to be going very well. With
the help of Derrick Ings and Chad, Davson and I came
to an agreement. It was time to start planning how to get
home. But before that, we had to wait for a replacement

alternator. So the next day, with the help of our exceptional
host Mr. Davson, Chad and I spent our time driving
through Kruger National park looking at the wildlife and
beautiful scenery.

Planning the Flight
Shepherd Aero, a company that provides international
trip support and ferry pilot services, created our flight
plan traversing Africa. We would stay on the eastern
side of the African continent even though it was a longer
route. Aircraft services were limited (including avgas) and
country instability and hostility were more probable with
a western route. We would have to spend a night in Kenya
despite U.S. State Department warnings about the area,
and we would overfly Ethiopia to stay between Sudan and
Somalia airspace. After crossing the Red Sea, we would stay
in Egypt for our exit from Africa. Then, we would enter
Europe through Heraklion, Greece on the island of Crete.
The next morning we departed hastily. We needed to
make it to Wilson Airport in Nairobi, Kenya that evening
before the tower closed. No international flights are
allowed into the airport after closing. Everything seemed
to fall into place, as the very helpful crew at Wings Over
Africa in Tzaneen (owned and managed by Dicky Maritz)
oversaw the final touches on the Malibu. After saying
our goodbyes, we lifted off and made the short flight to
Polokwane, South Africa to clear customs and get our
passports stamped.
Our first stop was Lilongwe International Airport in
Malawi. Along the way radar coverage was limited, so
position reports were required. Malawi is flat but beautiful
On the ground for fuel in Greenland. The belowfreezing temperatures and ice-covered landscape
were a stark change from the deserts of Africa
just a few days prior.
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New Malibu owner Chris Johnson (far right) and Chad Menne
of Malibu Aerospace (center), prepare to launch from South
Africa for their intercontinental flight to Minnesota. Also
pictured is the aircraft’s now former owner Alan Davson.
Hand-pumping fuel in Africa.

Chris and Chad spent a day of rest and touring
in Luxor, Egypt before launching across the
Mediterranean Sea.

12
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and a strong lush green was visible from the air as far as
the eye could see. The airport was quite nice and in good
shape. After a bit of delay finding the handler, filling out
the correct documents, and paying fees we were off again.
Our delays in Polokwane and Malawi were catching up
with us as we were now to arrive 30 minutes after the tower
closed in Nairobi. Our alternate was Nairobi’s international
airport, which significantly increased the complexity of the
logistics as they did not have avgas at that airport.
We flew over Tanzania, which is known for severe
thunderstorms. On this afternoon, the weather was
relatively clear, and as the sun set we could still make out
the shadows of Mount Kilimanjaro and Mount Meru with
the bright lights of the city of Arusha at the base. As we
began our descent into Nairobi, we were only 10 minutes
overdue. By good fortune the tower stayed open just for us;
to me this was our first big break of the trip. In the end we
landed about five minutes late.
The next morning Kenyan customs officials were not so
happy. Apparently, the tower stayed open, but the customs
and immigration office was not notified of our late arrival.
Our Kenyan handler did a great job talking to the various
officials that approached us. It was at least an hour of
negotiating, but in the end they let us depart. Before long
we found ourselves back in the air, glad to have the busiest
general aviation airport in Africa behind us.
We made our way northeast through Ethiopia
staying well clear of Sudan and Somalia. The Ethiopian
desert landscape seemed to go on and on. Our next
destination was Djibouti. After we landed, we realized
an American base was present there (later learning it was
Camp Lemonnier, a Naval Expeditionary Base providing
humanitarian and counter-terrorism operations). We
used the hand-pump to pump avgas out of barrels. It was
a significant effort and took around 35 minutes to fill
the tanks.
We took off and followed the Red Sea to the northeast.
Our routing required us to stay on the western shore
following the borders of Eritrea, staying away from
Yemen, and then crossing the Sea to Saudi Arabia to stay
away from the Sudan border. As night fell, we landed in
Hurghada, Egypt.
In Hurghada, we again used the hand pump for avgas,
but had help from Egyptian soldiers, so there was less
effort on our part. We did the usual ritual of customs and
paperwork, and then were on our way to Luxor, Egypt for
the night. The next day was a day of sightseeing and rest.
We departed Luxor and followed the Nile River north,
noting the stark contrast of the Nile Valley against
the backdrop of the Egyptian desert. The weather was
fantastic, and we could see well except for the haze of
dust above the desert landscape. We finally crossed the
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northern shore of Egypt into the Mediterranean Sea
leaving Africa behind. As had been predicted, there were
cumulus cloud buildups over the Mediterranean with
potentially severe weather and wind. The Malibu seemed
to do rather well as we passed through some of the bigger
puffs of white, but as we descended we passed through rain
and turbulence.
Our next stop was Heraklion, Greece on the island
of Crete. After a quick fill-up, we continued northeast
across the rest of Greece and Albania and entered the
Adriatic Sea. We followed the eastern coastline, admiring
the beautiful cities along the coasts of Albania, Montenegro
and Croatia. Our stop for the night was in Trogir, Croatia,
a beautiful city of Renaissance and baroque architecture.
Our next day of flying took us over Italy, Austria,
Germany and France. We were to stop in Normandy,
France, but significant fog and clouds prevented it, so we
continued across the English Channel and over London
in IMC. We landed in Coventry, England in the early
afternoon; a welcome break from the long days of flying.
After being greeted at the airport by Richard Last of
Aerotech Aircraft Maintenance, we spent some time in
downtown Coventry.
The next morning, we had the oil changed and met
Robert Doherty, who established Aerotech Maintenance.
After a brief inspection with the cowl off we were on our
way to Wick, Scotland the last stop before embarking over
the North Atlantic.
Wick, Scotland was just as I had imagined a northern
Scottish town to be: Flat, windy, mostly cloudy, with very
rugged shores next to long beaches. The cold was much
more noticeable now after leaving Africa and flying through
the more temperate Mediterranean and European continent.
Iqaluit, Canada: the last stop before landing back
home in the United States.

14
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After fueling, the wind became even more uncomfortable
penetrating our light jackets. Andrew Bruce, the director of
Far North Aviation, helped us administer isopropyl alcohol
into the gas tanks to help keep the fuel lines from freezing.
He had a few colorful comments for us and then invited us
into the FBO to complete customs paperwork.
As we walked to his office, we passed a room full of
life rafts, emergency beacons and immersion suits. I took
an extra breath after seeing that. The risks of the next
leg suddenly sank in. A single-engine piston plane over
the North Atlantic was not my idea of a good time. Chad
also shared that opinion. But the plane had performed
marvelously throughout the trip, and I wasn’t about to
lose faith at this point. We said our goodbyes to Andrew
and walked back to the plane. We laid out our plans if an
in-flight emergency were to happen. Our immersion suits
and life rafts (loaded with the CO2 cartridges) were ready,
and the survival kit was in reach.
We took off and turned the nose of the plane to the
northeast toward Reykjavik. Forecasted winds were not
favorable and at 20,000 feet we experienced 50-knot
headwinds. It was slow going and increasing our exposure
time over water. We had some solace in the fact that if
we could make it to Iceland, the next day we would have
strong enough tailwinds to make it from Iqaluit, Canada
to Duluth, Minnesota nonstop. Despite the winds, the
weather was reasonable, and no major systems were
forecasted in the area.
We kept busy during the flight, but all the time keeping
one eye on the engine monitor and groundspeed. On our
descent into Reykjavik the plane started to pick up ice; it
was rainy and cold at our destination. Finally, we could see
Iceland through a break in the clouds. After landing and
visiting with an Icelandic custom official, we were off to
our hotel and downtown Reykjavik for a burger and a beer.
They both tasted exceptionally good after that leg.
The next morning, we were up early. This was our last
day and going to be our longest. The flight plan took us to
Kangerlussuaq, Greenland (Sondrestrom Air Base). From
there we would fly on to Iqaluit, Canada. If the winds held
to forecast, we could fly nonstop from Iqaluit to Duluth,
Minnesota, and do it by suppertime (local)!
We took off and headed east-northeast for Greenland.
The temperature was noticeably dropping and we had
prepared for it by dressing warmly. Our side windows
became covered with frost and we melted little holes with
our hands to see icebergs floating and larger sheets of
ice. Some of the icebergs were as big as baseball fields.
The wind was much more cooperative and we had a
slight tailwind.
We hit landfall over Greenland and the terrain was
quite alien. Large ice covered mountains could be seen

On
last
Nor

Making landfall in Greenland after
a long flight from Iceland.

On approach to Wick, Scotland, the
last stop before embarking over the
North Atlantic.
in the distance, and beside the shore, an endless expanse
of featureless tundra passed below us. When we came in
range of Sondrestrom a completely frozen bay was made
out, otherwise ice crystals in the air obscured our view. We
landed in Greenland and were met by an airport crew who
promptly delivered avgas. They noted two weeks before our
arrival, it was negative 50 degrees Celsius without wind
chill. We stuffed one of Chad’s jackets and another blanket
in the front of the cowling to keep the heat in. After about
45 minutes on the ground we were on our way again
turning toward south for the first time. The ocean was
covered in large sheets of ice, and there were breaks in the
ice with large icebergs scattered as far as you could see.
The tail wind was picking up, and we made great time
to Iqaluit. It was even colder there, almost negative 20
degrees on the ground and windy. Because of the strong
tailwind we confirmed that we were going all the way to
the United States nonstop. We needed every ounce of fuel
we could get into the fuel tanks. But, the extreme cold and
caused the left long range tank cap to become stuck. We
tried for about 25 minutes to get the cap to release but to
no avail. Since the long-range tank is interconnected to the
main tank we filled the left main and tipped the plane to try
and fill as much of the extra tank as possible. We took off out
over the frozen bay and headed for Hudson Bay and beyond.
Forecasted winds were accurate, and we had an extra
30 knots of groundspeed as we made our way southeast.
Chad and I kept our eye on the fuel monitor and estimated
time en route to make sure they were within safe limits.
Approximately 6.5 hours and 1,475 miles later, we touched
down in Duluth. We treated ourselves to some warm
cookies in the FBO. Our final leg was a short flight to
Anoka County airport, home of Malibu Aerospace. Our
family was waiting for us on the ramp when we landed. It
was great to see them again! Chad and I shook hands and
went on our ways. It was time to get some rest!

The trip covered 10,555 miles (more with following
airways), 28 countries and 59 hours of flying. There were
a lot of hard-working people that made this unbelievable
journey possible. I can’t begin to thank them enough. It
was the opportunity and trip of a lifetime, and I will never
forget it.

°
•
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by Amir Novini

SAFETY / WX

Forecast
Fiction
When the weather forecast is better than actual,
have a sound plan that answers the “what ifs.”

A

As aviators, most of us have arrived
at our destination and found better
weather than initially forecasted. But
if you fly enough and in challenging environments in our Northern
Hemisphere, you realize you should
expect and be prepared for “underforecasted” weather.
That is precisely what happened
on a long cross-country flight in early
January. My wife and I decided to
fly to Florida to celebrate new year’s
eve with good friends on a warm,
sunny beach. So, we packed our bags
and headed south in our factory-new
Piper Meridian M500. Although
having flown as an owner-pilot for
years, type-rated in the Citation
500 series and more than 800 hours
of turbine time and single-pilot jet
experience, I considered myself a
“newbie” in the Meridian after just
three months of ownership.
Even after flying two twin-turbofan
aircraft for hundreds of hours, I still
have a lot of respect for powerful,
single-engine turboprops like the
Meridian. Each aircraft has its own
character, so you must get to know it
and respect it.
Just before our new year’s trip,
an old friend asked me for a ride to
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St. Petersburg International (KPIE).
This friend happened to be my first
instructor from 33 years ago and is
now retired with more than 12,000
hours of flight time from gliders to
jets. Without hesitation, I said, “Hop
on.” I am a solid believer that two sets
of trained, capable eyes are always
better than one, even if the right
seater has no experience in type nor
the avionics in that aircraft, as was
the case with my friend.
The 900-mile trip to KPIE was
pleasurable and uneventful. We

had a great time with our friends
on the warm beaches of Clearwater,
Florida celebrating the start of 2017.
On Jan. 2, it was time to head back to
northeast Ohio.
We as pilots often complain
about flying to a destination with a
headwind and few days later facing
a headwind on the return leg. This
trip was exactly the opposite. We
flew from Akron Ohio to Florida
with the aid of a strong cold front,
resulting in quartering tailwind.
Returning north, a southerly flow

The fuel range ring feature of the Garmin G1000 is a great tool
to monitor fuel consumption and reserves real-time. Taken during
Amir’s January trip, the fuel range rings depict both his reserve
limit as well as “tanks dry” given the current conditions.
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Although the FRAT was
not yet available at the
time of this flight, this is
how it would have looked
Jan. 2, 2017. The FRAT
verified that the risk to
the flight was low.

with a warm front and a couple of
low pressure systems meant that I
could make the trip from KPIE to
KCAK nonstop with comfortable,
legal IFR reserves. However, there
was a price to pay with the warm
flow in early January: Low ceilings
and low visibilities prevailed nearly
the entire way and at the destination.
My semi-co-pilot decided to remain
in Florida close to his boat and enjoy
the great weather there. (Who could
blame him?) However, my wife
and I needed to return. Even as an
experienced and current instrument
pilot, I felt slightly apprehensive
making the journey single crew. For
nearly seven years prior, I flew various
Citations in all kinds of weather, but
nearly always with a qualified and
experienced second-in-command.
Nevertheless, I was fully qualified and
trained to fly the Meridian back home
on that long journey single-pilot.
I woke up early on departure day,
checking the weather, departure
procedures and potential routing,
as well as all the NOTAMs from
the departure point through the
destination airport. Due to the unusual
weather pattern, there was rain and
thunderstorms in Georgia, and low
ceilings and visibilities along the entire
route. I considered a stop at Columbia
or Charlestown, South Carolina,
for fuel. Upon further study, the
18
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tailwind provided adequate range and
reserve, and low ceilings and visibility
prevailed at the potential stop points.
When I checked the weather at
my destination (Akron Canton
Regional Airport, KCAK), it
reported 400-foot ceiling and twomile visibility with light winds. The
terminal forecast suggesting no
change, which seemed good to me
with four ILS approaches and four
GPS LPV approaches to back me up.
Also, there are two close-by alternates:
Mansfield (KMFD) and Youngstown
(KYNG) with 9,000-foot runways
(both military-civilian airports).
There was slightly better weather
to the north and the west, but the
entire region east of the Mississippi
was IFR and was going to stay that
way for few days. After 30-plus years
of flying in the Northeast, you learn
a few things about weather, like the
effects of warm fronts in winter.
When they occur over heavily snowcovered areas, this usually results
in low visibility and ceilings. Even
without a snow pack, it can be a
crummy situation.
Midmorning, my beloved wife
(who has flown with me since the
beginning) and I left warm, sunny
Florida for the unusually warm (50
degrees F) but foggy northern Ohio.
After departure, cruising at FL270,
we flew east of the thunderstorms
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in south Georgia, constantly keeping
an eye on fuel and considering the
various options as we proceeded toward
north. In 2011, I went “paperless” in my
first Citation. So relying entirely on the
Garmin G1000, Sirius-XM weather,
onboard radar, plus a Stratus receiver
and two Apple iPads, we pushed on.
Two hours before arrival, I checked
the current weather at our destination
and to my surprise it had deteriorated
to 200-foot ceiling with an RVR of
1,600 feet. The new terminal forecast showed no improvement. My
alternate Mansfield (KMFD) was
now the same.
I started looking at the “what ifs.”
Parkersburg (KPKB) was 400/3 and
Cleveland International (KCLE) to the
north was 400/ 2. I decided to push on
toward Akron Canton and changed
my alternate to Cleveland Hopkins.
Located 20 miles north of my home
base, Cleveland is a Class B airport
with many approaches and runway
options. There was nothing better,
given fuel on board. Even with lot
more fuel, I would need to fly to
Chicago to find marginal VFR. Given
the circumstances at hand, I did
the following:
1. Although new to Meridian, I
had flown three such approaches
to the minimums in the past 18
months in Citations at higher
approach speeds and at night,
with dozens more in full-motion
simulators for recurrent training.
My new co-pilot in the Meridian
was the Garmin G1000 / GFC 700
autopilot, which I had spent many
hours getting to know.
2. Kept it cool, but vigilant. Stayed
focused and relied on those hours
of training in the SIMs. I did not
deviate from the trained procedures.
3. I followed the checklists and
reviewed the procedures in my
head and planned to stick to my
decision to only try the approach

just once. If not successful, I
would fly to Cleveland Hopkins.
Many pilots have lost their
lives on subsequent attempts in
bad weather.
4. I did not fly below the Decision
Altitude (DA), although very
familiar with my home airport and
its surroundings.
5. I programmed the minimum 80
feet higher than published decision
altitude as a final reminder when
the G1000 calls “minimums,
minimums” to get ready to go
around at the DA smoothly.
6. I programmed the G1000 by
inserting KCLE at the end of ILS
1 approach procedure chain. I was
ready mentally and physically to
go there if no ground contact was
made at the DA.

10. At exactly 1,409 feet MSL we
broke out of overcast with half of
7,600 feet runway visible straight
ahead. I disengaged the autopilot
and slowly reduced power to 300
ft-lbs without making any other
adjustments for a nice touchdown

7. I kept a close eye throughout the
flight on the fuel quantity; I love
the G1000’s ever-changing “fuelrange circles.”
8. Since I did not have a qualified
pilot next to me to look for
ground/airport visual contact
I kept the precise autopilot in
the Meridian engaged all the
way to DA closely monitoring it
with my hand on the yoke ready
to disengage.
9. I had the aircraft stabilized and
configured for the approach
early with two notches of flaps
(Meridian takes off, flies and lands
comfortably with 20 degrees of
flaps), 500 ft-lbs of torque, 120
knots final approach speed with
gear extended at the final approach
fix per normal.

This article is not meant as
an instructional piece. Instead it
is my intent to share one pilot’s
experience in challenging weather.
Your technique or ways of handling
a similar situation may be different
based on your aircraft, experience or
changing conditions.
Fly safe!

°
•

Amir Novini is a commercial,
instrument-rated pilot with a
Citation 500 single-pilot type rating. Before purchasing his Piper
M500, he previously owned and
flew a Citation V (CE560). Amir
lives in northeast Ohio.
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Main Electrical Bus
System Failures
How the system operates and how it can fail
on the Meridian, Mirage and Matrix.

R

by Kevin Mead
Recently, I had the opportunity
to help out in the aftermath of an
accident caused by a main bus system
failure. For the last several years I’d
been noticing an increase in reports
of such failures, but this incident
caused me to finally sit down and
write about them.

Physical Layout
The PA46 main electrical bus system
distributes power to many other systems,
such as the landing gear, lights and
hydraulic pump. Note that the avionics
bus is not one of those systems. All
the system’s circuit breakers on the
pilot’s wall are attached directly to
the main bus.
20
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The main bus receives its power
from the tie bus through two feeders,
which provide redundancy. If you
lose the power in one source, the
other working source will continue
to provide power for the equipment
on the bus. Each main bus power
feeder has its own independent
80-amp circuit breaker (located on
the instrument panel) and isolation
diode. The large isolation diodes are
installed between the source circuit
breaker and the main bus in order
to provide redundancy in the event
of a ground fault in either of the two
power feeder lines.
The original Malibu PA46-310P
main bus worked a little differently.

2 0 1 7

Its power came through just one
feed, but there was a backup power
supply called the emergency bus,
which provided just enough direct
battery power to operate a small
number of critical systems on the
main bus. The emergency power
had to be manually switched on in
the event of complete loss of power
to the main bus. Since this system
works a bit differently, I won’t
address the 310P or Malibu JetProp
conversions in this article.

How System Operates
In theory, the two feeder systems
combined can carry up to 160 amps
to the main bus, but the loss of one

Photo courtesy of Paul Bowen Photography

MANAGING YOUR MAINTENANCE

Photo courtesy of Paul Bowen Photography

of those two can leave the remaining
feed overwhelmed by the draw of
the operating systems. Where things
can go wrong is if one of the two
feeders is lost during a time of heavy
electrical loading, such as a night
flight in icing conditions with all
available electric heat systems in
use. The one remaining working
feeder is now suddenly faced with
carrying a heavy load well over the
rating of its own 80-amp system
circuit breaker. Of course the
working feeder circuit breaker will
open at its rated amperage, causing
a complete loss of power to the
main bus. The resulting situation
may be confusing to the pilot, who
sees a panel that is dark except for
avionics, and one popped circuit
breaker. At that moment he may
not be aware that the avionics are
drawing power from the avionics
bus, which although it feeds through
the tie bus, is a totally independent
system. He also sees only one
popped breaker and is unaware that
the other feeder has also lost power.
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What Happened?
So what could cause the loss of a
feeder? There are four possibilities.
Most often, an isolation diode simply
fails. The next most likely scenario
is the disconnection of the feeder
wire that runs between the diode
and the bus. Further down the list is
the possibility that the jumper wire
between the two halves of the main
bus has become disconnected. A
distant fourth possibility is that the
main feeder circuit breaker could fail,
but I have never seen this.

What to Do in Event
of Failure
It is worth a try resetting the main
feeder circuit breaker, but in most
cases it will continue to blow after
resetting. The circuit breaker cannot
stay closed until the electrical load

on the main bus is reduced. Heavy
draw systems must be turned off to
allow the only working bus feeder
to be able to resupply power to the
main bus. Electric cabin heating and
electric de-ice systems are heavy
draws, so they are good candidates
for elimination. Choose which system
you can safely do without, turn it off,

then try to reset.
Once on the ground, the system
must be checked out and repaired
as soon as possible. Troubleshooting
and repair is easy once you have
removed the pilot’s sidewall.
Since disconnected feeder wires
can exhibit the same symptoms as
a bad diode, it makes sense to first
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Routine Operational Checks

The aircraft service manual and Piper’s annual
inspection form both call for an annual operational check
of the bus isolation diodes. The manual directs turning on
the battery master, then alternately pulling the main bus
circuit breakers. If the landing gear down lights never go
out during this process, then all is good with the system.
Perform operations checks at every annual or pre-purchase
inspection, and after any main bus maintenance, radio
installation, or major airframe conversion
or repair.

°
•

Kevin developed his love for aircraft maintenance and
learned to fly while working alongside his father at
Mead Flying Service in Lyons, Kansas. He has worked
on a wide variety of aircraft over the course of his 34year career, but has specialized in the PA46 since 1984.
After stints as director of maintenance for shops on both
coasts, Kevin founded Mead Aircraft Services, Inc., in
1998. He has been the technical adviser for the MMOPA,
an advocacy group for PA46 owners, since 1990, and
has lectured widely in the United States and Europe on
PA46 maintenance topics. He is a regular contributor
to MMOPA Magazine.

A close-up of the main bus, isolation diodes and
feeder wires in a Mirage.
check to see if the feeder wires have become disconnected
at the diode. If everything is tight, it is very likely that one
of the diodes has electrically failed or come apart. If they
look outwardly good, perform electrical tests. If the diodes
look and test good, check the jumper wire. This wire is a
heavy gauge jumper used to bridge the fuselage former that
physically separates the two halves of the main bus.
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SAFETY

The Third Degree
Precise speed control matters in achieving a stabilized approach and predictable touchdown point.
by David McVinnie
The young applicant was attempting
to perform a short-field landing near
the end of his commercial multi-engine
checkride. We’d already completed the
single-engine work and if he got this
right, he’d pass the ride. His pattern
was good as he turned base. Flaps
set, hand on the throttles. Without
warning, he pitched up and leveled off.
The airspeed dropped 10-knots and as
he crossed the threshold, he pulled both
throttles to full idle and pushed the
nose over hard. Hard also described
the landing, and the PTS “at or within
100-feet” metric became irrelevant.
During the debrief, I offered him
the opportunity to explain what
happened. Seems he leveled off to
ensure he “crossed the 50-foot obstacle”
per the maneuver description. The
checkride was over at that point, so
I decided to review the differences
between a “short field” landing and
a stabilized approach.
A stabilized approach is one in which
the pilot establishes and maintains
a constant angle glide-path toward a
predetermined point on the landing
runway. An aircraft descending on
final approach at a constant rate and
airspeed travels in a straight line toward
a spot on the ground ahead.

T

In a textbook approach, the aircraft
crosses the runway threshold (the
fence) at Vref on a 3-degree descent
angle. If all goes well, you have about
8-seconds from the time you cross
the threshold until touchdown. Just
think how many landings it takes to
get one minute of practice.
Vref is defined as 1.3 times the stall
speed in the landing configuration
adjusted for weight. You can fiddle
with it a bit by adding half the
gust factor. Most pilot operating
handbooks, including Piper’s, only
include landing distance information
for the maximum landing weight.
Since 1.3 V-stall will always occur
at the same angle of attack, you can
account for changes to Vref due to
weight by using a conservative estimate
of subtracting 1 knot for every 100
pounds below the maximum landing
weight. As an added benefit, for every
knot you subtract, you reduce your
total landing distance between 100
and 150 feet. For a landing weight 400
pounds below gross, that’s between 400
and 600 feet of float. If you’re light and
fast, the additional landing distance
adds up quickly. More advanced
aircraft compute the actual weight
based on payload and fuel burn. It’s

the only way you can achieve the
published performance numbers.

M350

Normal approaches are conducted
at 80-85 knots, full flaps (95 knots
flaps up). Short-field landing performance numbers in Section 5 are based
on very specific conditions. It calls for
Vref (78 knots) at the fence, maximum
landing weight, full flaps, power to
maintain the glide path and 78 knots
all the way to the flare. The pilot
begins a “slow” power reduction such
that the throttle reaches low/full idle
just as the aircraft achieves the landing
attitude just above the runway. Pilots/
instructors sometimes refer to this as
squeezing off the power.
On a sea-level standard day in a
short-field environment, an M350
needs approximately 2,000 feet to
clear a 50-foot obstacle, ground roll
is approximately 1,050 feet. Using
those specs, the aircraft should touch
down at or near the 1,000-foot fixed
distance markings.
M350 Section 9, Supplement 2
(FIKI) modifies procedures and calls
for an approach speed of 95 knots
and a maximum of 20 degrees flaps
with an operational surface deice

In a textbook approach, the aircraft crosses the runway threshold
(the fence) at Vref on a 3-degree descent angle.
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system and 105 knots/flaps zerodegrees with a failed surface deice
system. It mentions accounting for
additional distances at those speeds,
but it doesn’t specify. If you add 100
feet for each knot above Vref, at 95
knots, it equals an additional 1,700
feet and 105 knots would require
2,700 more feet than is called for
in Section 5. That’s a lot of runway
behind you!
JetPROP performance is listed as
“better than original,” but not tested.

M500
Normal approaches are conducted at
85 knots, full flaps, maximum landing
weight and 280 feet-per-pound of torque
with a touchdown speed of 78 knots. (I
can hear all the turbine pilots snickering.)
M500 Section 9, Supplement 1
(FIKI) provides the estimated

performance based on holding in
icing conditions (some ice on the
unprotected surfaces). This chart
uses a Vref of 100 knots, maximum
landing weight, maximum 20 degrees
flaps, and 370 pounds torque over
the fence and a touchdown speed of
92 knots. On a zero-degree, sea level
example, you need 2,900 feet to clear
a 50-foot obstacle including a ground
roll of approximately 1,350 feet. The
use of moderate beta is included in
the description, but the definition of
“moderate” is not.
Landing distances are based on a
3-degree approach at Vref and accept
that the aircraft is not touching down
on the first brick, rather at about 1,000
feet from the threshold.
As the first figure shows, the aircraft will level off and “float” as it
dissipates the remaining energy. The

combination of speed and ground
effect work together to balance the
power reduction. If the reference
airspeed (Vref) is correct, the float
will be minimal. If your speed is
high, you’ll float as it dissipates. If
you’re slow, there won’t be any float
and you’ll make that airplane shaped
smudge on the runway. Over rotation
is another concern. Excess speed
allows the aircraft to climb (balloon)
if you over-rotate. Pilots sometimes
continue to raise the nose and at
some point they may lose sight of the
runway. If this occurs, a go-around/
rejected landing is the only safe
option. Excess speed also keeps us
afloat, which increases our exposure
in gusty/crosswind conditions.
My definition of an aiming point
is the point on the runway where the
nose wheel would hit if you forgot to
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Ara Aghajanian, La Canada, CA

Jeffery Johnson, Floydada, TX

Gregory Perry, Bellevue, WA

Michael Angerer, New Boston, MI
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Runways with precision
approaches usually have
standard markings which
include the threshold
(beginning), touchdown zone
markings (starts at 500 feet
from the threshold), and an
aiming point (starts 1,000
feet from the threshold).

flare. I use the beginning of the 500foot fixed distance marks (double set
of three), also known as the beginning
of the touchdown zone. The smaller
the point, the more accurate the
landing. If there’s no 500-foot fixed
distance markings, then I use the
beginning of the second centerline
stripe. Your selected aiming point is
normally in-view as you transition to
the landing attitude.
Runways with precision approaches
usually have standard markings which
include the threshold (beginning),
touchdown zone markings (starts at
500 feet from the threshold), and an
aiming point (starts 1,000 feet from
the threshold).
As the aircraft crosses the fence, the
pilot begins a “slow” power reduction
such that the throttle reaches low/
full idle just as the aircraft achieves
the landing attitude just above the
runway. It’s a bit problematic from
the standpoint of a numeric reference,
especially when you consider you
shouldn’t be looking inside at
this point anyway. Newer pilots
occasionally “chop” the power (to idle)
all at once. Not only does this reduce
thrust, it also blocks airflow over the
horizontal stabilizer/elevator which
causes the nose to drop. Our new pilot
pulls the nose back up, which causes
a significant drop in airspeed and the
subsequent, embarrassing impact.
So much for stabilized. On the other

hand, some hesitate getting the power
back, and the additional thrust keeps
the aircraft in ground effect for what
seems like forever.
Getting it right is tough and it’s a
little like basketball: Someone can
show you how to shoot a basket,
but you’ve got to practice to start
making points.
Where did the FAA come up with
50 feet? A little research uncovered
something so simple it was almost
embarrassing. A standard vertical light
system (VASI/PAPI) is designed to
have the aircraft at approximately 50
feet when it crosses the threshold. Pull
out a precision instrument approach
plate and look at the threshold crossing
height (TCH). Most are close to 50 feet
with small variances due to installation
restrictions. I guess that means there’s
no meaningful difference between a
stabilized visual approach, a stabilized
short-field approach and a precision
instrument approach. If you’re on
the glide slope/path, the vertical light
system should present an on-path
indication and you’ll also be on a
3-degree descent angle. A simple
crosscheck: Dial up the precision
approach if available and use vertical
indication as a supplemental reference
during visual approaches.
In the normal course of aviating,
we get used to the tactile feel of the
elevator, i.e., how much movement
equates to how much pitch change.
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Elizabeth Field Airport (0B8) on Fishers Island, New York.
important to remember that “trim”
sets the speed of the aircraft; that is,
the aircraft will seek out the speed
it’s trimmed for if you release
the controls.
Time to back up and clarify. The
first figure shows the aiming point
at the numbers. The second figure
shows it 1,000 feet down the runway.
Well, which is it?
Depends on what you need to do.
If you’re coming to Double Eagle
II in Albuquerque, the precision
approach runway is nearly 7,400 feet
long. If you got distracted and left
the autopilot hooked up, the aircraft
would crunch into the runway close to

Pilots like to add a little speed because
“it feels better,” Otherwise, as the
speed decreases, the more we have to
pull back on the elevator to achieve
the desired pitch change. The “feels
better” pilot usually has poor trim
habits and often lands with the trim
near the takeoff position.
A popular practice during the
final seconds of the landing is to
simultaneously trim the nose up as
power is reduced. This keeps the
elevator forces light/closer to normal.
The downside can be the unexpected
pitch up forces during a rejected
landing. It’s manageable as long as
you are aware of the possibility. It’s
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the 1,000 feet fixed distance markings,
which is about the apex for the
3-degree descent. The large majority
of PA46 operators use larger fields,
and it’s easy to get complacent and
tolerate less than precise speed control.
After all, it’s only a few “extra” knots.
Those who fly into challenging fields
understand the importance of precise
speed control and the value of angleof-attack systems.

Landing at Elizabeth

I attended a MMSTF seminar in
Groton, Connecticut a few years
back and my Mirage client for the
session REALLY wanted to land
at Elizabeth (0B8); useable runway
is about 2,328 feet. We had a long
talk and decided to go for it, but
only after he demonstrated he could
touchdown accurately and on-speed.
We completed nearly a dozen practice
landings at Groton before giving
Elizabeth a try. The first attempt
ended in a go-around because
of runway width illusions, but the
second was on target, touching
down in the first hundred feet of
the pavement. When you consider
the descent time from 50 feet to
touchdown, it only took about
100-seconds of practice.
I’m sure you wouldn’t want to “give
away” the first 1,000 feet. In this case,
your aim point would be before the
runway, near the beginning of the
displaced threshold.
I’m not suggesting readers go out
and start calculating Vref and press
for the minimums. I offer this as a
plausible reason for why you might
be missing the mark or floating
down the runway. Like basketball,
you need to practice in order
to improve.
Always consider this: Trim directly
affects speed and speed controls the
quality of the landing – first – last –
always. Power controls the location!
(A big thanks to Dan Sharpes,
CFI/CFII for his data crunching
assistance.)

°
•
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FOCUS ON THE FACTORY

A Conversation with
Piper’s Ron Gunnarson
by Dianne White

I

In April, the Board of Directors welcomed two members
of Piper Aircraft’s management to present an update
from the factory, listen to concerns and issues brought
forward by the MMOPA membership, and discuss ways
in which Piper and MMOPA can work closer to provide
solutions and answers for Piper owners. Ron Gunnarson,
vice president of sales, marketing and customer support,
along with Jack Mill, director of product reliability and
safety, spent several hours with the Board engaged in direct
but constructive conversation regarding ways to enhance
Piper’s relationship with MMOPA, as well as discussing
specific issue affecting the PA46 fleet.
Gunnarson, a 30-year veteran of the general aviation
industry, recently joined Piper Aircraft after spending
most his career at Beechcraft. As the newest face on the
Piper executive leadership team, Gunnarson sat down
with MMOPA Magazine to share his background, his
philosophy and his goals for working with MMOPA
going forward.

Tell us a little about yourself.
I grew up on a farm in northern Minnesota and was
fortunate to be exposed to general aviation through my
father who was a private pilot. I attended the University
of North Dakota earning degrees in aviation and public
relations. While all my friends at UND wanted to become
airline pilots, I wanted to work for one of the iconic
companies in general aviation, such as Piper, Beechcraft
or Cessna. I started my 30-year career at Beechcraft
where I eventually became a demo pilot flying more
than 2,800 hours in a variety of aircraft, including the
Hawker 400XP and King Air 350. I went on to hold several
marketing roles, including vice president for marketing for
Hawker Beechcraft Corporation and later vice president of
marketing at Textron Aviation.
I feel very fortunate in my career to be surrounded and
mentored by so many capable leaders and co-workers at
Beech, Hawker, Cessna and now Piper. General aviation is
a special community made up of many good people who
care not only about the company they work for, but the
unique industry we serve.
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How has your background at Beechcraft
prepared you for your role at Piper?
I literally “grew up” at Beechcraft, having spent 25
years of my career there. My first job was answering the
advertising telephone hotline. Going forward, all my
various roles were focused on customer-facing disciplines
including product marketing, strategic product planning,
and customer support. I witnessed the tail end of the
Beech family era in the late 1980s and then served under
a myriad of company leadership and ownership changes,
each with its good and bad attributes. I had the chance to
fly a lot of interesting aircraft, including the Starship and
all the Beech products, from Bonanza to Beechjets, as well
as Hawkers.
Throughout the Beechcraft brand’s dynamic journey,
two things remained as core strengths: 1) a clear customer
focus and 2) the products themselves. I see those strengths
clearly at the heart of Piper: The proud heritage, strong
connection to its loyal customer base, and the very basic
truth that in the end, we are all just airplane people. To
keep us moving forward in a positive way, we need to
ensure that we are communicating with each other, and
always keeping in mind what brought us together in the
first place, which is a love of airplanes and flying.

In what ways are you refocusing the
communication strategies to create a
more direct dialog with customers?
Why is that important to you?
One of my priorities is to move Piper Aircraft closer
to you, our customers. Keeping in mind that we are all
just “airplane people,” I do not want this to be a stuffy or
“corporate” relationship. We’re simply going to participate
more in the communication avenues that make the
most sense.
No. 1 on my list is developing a closer working and
communication relationship with MMOPA. Becoming a
known and recognized participant in the online forums
at the technical and executive level is important to both
our owners and us back at the factory. Jack Mill will be
our Piper factory lead/liaison for technical discussions
and I’ll be representing Piper leadership. Regardless, you
can expect participation for several other team members
depending on the subject. We’re still working with

“Our customer ownership experience
is the single most important driver
and measure of our success, period.”

MMOPA leadership regarding
logins and usernames, so give us a
little time to get it right. And, I ask
for everyone’s patience in advance
as we shift our communication
into another gear, as I’m sure we’ll
stumble along the way.
You’ll also see more Piper
activity in other channels including social media and
more direct communiques from the factory. It’s important
to note that the increase in direct Piper owner-pilot
communication is in no way intended to diminish the
importance of our regional Piper Dealer Partners. We
are fortunate to have good working relationships with
well-recognized, long-standing leaders around the world
representing Piper. They will continue to provide the key
link to our owners in both sales and service.

How do you view the role of MMOPA
in shaping the company’s sales and
support efforts?
Our customer ownership experience is the single most
important driver and measure of our success, period. If we
involve and listen to our owners while providing a positive
experience and support elements, the sales side gets easier.
But we must earn it.
Sure, owner satisfaction is key to any organization’s success.
But that’s too easy of an answer, right? Where’s the meat? I
think that in general aviation, owner satisfaction is even more
important for two reasons: 1) the technical skills required to
produce and operate the equipment, and 2) the unique and
rewarding experience that achieving those technical skills
provide. When you put the two together, it fosters a unique
recipe of “passion” we all get for the entire experience. If the
total experience is positive, brand loyalty is a result.
In general, our industry has some of the most passionate,
connected and involved owner groups in existence – and
frankly MMOPA exemplifies all that, both the technical
expertise and passionate ownership. Simply put, to be truly
successful in both sales and support, Piper must do a better
job extracting and learning both sides of equation. This
applies to our dealers as well; we must be listening to them
when it comes to solving customer needs together.

What involvement can MMOPA members
expect from you in the coming months? In
what ways do you plan to strengthen your
relationship with MMOPA?
In the near term, I think the general membership
will see a heightened visibility of “Piper” through all
traditional channels: web, social media, programs and

events. We’re working right now with the MMOPA Board
the provide engagement on the MMOPA member forum
from two different angles: 1) Piper technical support and 2)
Piper corporate.
To support that approach, we’ve created a new fivemember MMOPA Engagement Team made up of the
key team members from Service, Parts, Engineering,
Marketing and Communications. You’ll note “new aircraft
sales” is not part of this team – yet. The team mandate is to
work collectively to help ensure a timely and informative
response to MMOPA, when appropriate. This team will
work together to accomplish daily MMOPA forum/topic
reviews and weekly recap meetings at the factory.
Here’s the key point I’d like to make: When it comes to
engagement we’re not waiting for a perfect set-up with all
the answers and structure in place. We are erring on the
side of action, and we will most likely make a few mistakes
along the way. Also, this alignment works two ways as
members will start to see MMOPA links from Piper factory
web and social platforms as well, perhaps by the time this
interview hits the press.
Later this year I’d like to see MMOPA either with us or
close to us at our primary trade shows, such as Sun N Fun,
EAA AirVenture and even NBAA. The MMOPA Board can
expect an invite soon. We also are committed to attending
and having any participation requested at MMOPA Board
meetings and, of course, at the annual meeting in this fall.

Can you give us a sneak peek at
what we can expect from Piper at the
2017 Convention?
It’s safe to say, based on the above initiatives, we’ll
be there with increased levels of participation from the
standpoint of technical, support and leadership. Of
course, we’d like to have a full display of our new aircraft
there as well.
The Piper factory team truly understands we have the
opportunity to take the good relationship today with our
owners, particularly MMOPA, to the next level. As I heard
loud and clear at the MMOPA Board meeting, actions
will tell the story. I look forward to meeting all MMOPA
members in the months and years to come. You are
welcome to contact me any time at 772.299.2000 or email
me at ron.gunnarson@piper.com.

°
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LEGAL

Aircraft Insurance
Basics
Finding the right balance of appropriate coverage
with your needs and ownership structure.

W

by Jerry Trachtman

When we insure our aircraft, we purchase liability insurance,
or hull insurance, or most commonly, both. Liability insurance pays for injury and property damage suffered by
third parties, up to the limits of coverage and less any
deductibles, proven to have resulted from the insured’s
negligence. Hull coverage pays the insured for losses
suffered as the result of damage to the aircraft itself. Every
policy is different, and the scope of liability coverage and
hull coverage varies among underwriters.
I am often asked how much liability coverage is enough,
and my answer is always the same – as much as you can
reasonably afford and the underwriter is willing to sell.
After all, asset protection is the most important reason to
purchase liability insurance.
Another question I am frequently asked is, “If my LLC
owns the airplane, not me, why do I need any liability
insurance?” The answer is simple. If you are flying the
airplane, you personally as well as the ownership entity
can be sued if you as the pilot acted negligently. Ownership
of your aircraft by a corporation that has no other assets
(and is operated in compliance with the applicable state’s
corporation laws) is certainly a good idea, especially if
someone else will be flying your airplane. If that pilot is
negligent and injures someone, most states provide that
the owner is jointly liable with the pilot for the pilot’s
negligence. Under such circumstances, you do not want
to own the aircraft personally or in a family trust that has
other assets.
I am often asked if there is a downside to saving money
by buying a liability policy with a $100,000 (or more)
indemnity limit per passenger. Think about it. If your
negligence results in the death or injury to a passenger,
what good is a $1 million or $5 million liability policy
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with a $100,000 passenger limit? Even if you are insulated
personally because someone else was flying your LLCowned airplane when the loss occurred, it is my opinion
we have a moral obligation to our passengers to assure
adequate liability coverage. The difference in premium
for a policy without a passenger limitation is not that
significant compared to the coverage gained.
In addition to asset protection, another important
reason to purchase liability insurance is that if you are
sued, the liability policy obligates the insurer to pay a
lawyer to defend you. Even if you were not negligent, the
cost of defending a lawsuit and proving you did nothing
wrong can be astronomical. The insurer’s duty to defend,
as well as to indemnify with regard to third-party claims,
makes liability insurance a necessity and not a luxury
for every aircraft owner, especially owners of our highperformance PA46’s.
Let’s say an LLC with no other assets owns your
airplane. You are the only pilot that flies it, and you fly
for both business and pleasure. A tax adviser may have
implemented an aircraft lease from the LLC to your
business entity for business use, and another lease to you
personally for your personal flying. Who is the named
insured on your aircraft liability insurance policy? Who
is an additional insured? Does it matter?
There is a difference between a named insured and an
additional insured. Generally, an additional insured is
added to a policy by endorsement and is only protected as
to operations set forth on the endorsement. A common
example is when you do recurrent training in your airplane
(or your LLC’s airplane) and your instructor is endorsed
on the policy as an additional insured, but only while
providing instruction to you. Regardless of whether an

individual or entity is endorsed as an additional insured
or is a named insured, that individual becomes an insured
under the policy. The difference is in the language that may
be in the policy or additional insured endorsement, which
might limit the additional insured’s coverage to specific
circumstances, such as liability arising out of the named
insured’s operation of the aircraft. Listing the aircraftowning LLC, your business entity and you personally as
named insureds on the aircraft policy will assure that
coverage is extended to all aircraft operations, without
having to worry about policy or endorsement language.
How much hull coverage should be purchased? If an
aircraft is insured for less than its fair market value, it may
be cheaper for the insurer to total the airplane and pay the
hull coverage limit rather than to pay for repairs, which
would not provide sufficient funds to replace the airplane.
If the underwriter is willing to insure the aircraft for more
than its fair market value, it could provide a windfall to the
owner if the aircraft is totaled and the policy limit is paid.
On the other hand, if an aircraft is over-insured the insurer
may determine it is cheaper to repair the airplane rather
than total it and pay the insured value, which has been

known to result in the owner suing the insurer to force the
insurer to total the airplane.
In the end, it all comes down to working with a broker
who knows the PA46 market, has established relationships
with the PA46 underwriters, will work hard to market you
to the underwriters and obtain the best coverage for you at
the most reasonable cost. Most of all, he or she will advise
you as to what is in your best interests.
This is a general overview which is provided for
discussion purposes only and is not in any way intended
to provide recommendations or legal counsel. Because
the facts and circumstances of every matter differ and the
terms, conditions, exclusions and limitations contained
in insurance policies vary, you should review your policy
carefully and seek any legal counsel that you determine may
be necessary or appropriate.

°
•

Jerry H. Trachtman is a board-certified aviation attorney
who has been practicing law since 1976. He is a Meridian
owner and MMOPA member, and has spoken on aviation
legal topics at several MMOPA conventions.
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AVIONICS

I

I really like the GFC 700 autopilot! Found only in the
G1000 installations of the PA46 fleet (2009-and-beyond
Meridian, 2009-and-beyond Mirage), the GFC 700 is one
of the best reasons to consider owning a late-model PA46.
Smooth, precise, easy-to-interpret, and fully functional,
the GFC 700 is near the top of my “favorite PA46
autopilot” list.
In refresher training, I see lots of variance in the uses
of the G1000/ GFC700, which is appropriate because the
system is so versatile. But this translates into pilots “doing
what they always do” and leaving many other aspects of
the G1000/GFC 700 unused. So, with hope that I expand
the understanding of this great autopilot amongst those
that use it, here’s my “Top 10” list of interesting points
about the G1000/GFC 700.
There’s no way to divorce the GFC 700 from the
G1000. This is considered both good and bad.
It’s good because the G1000/GFC 700 is a REALLY good
system, and there’s arguably nothing better overall. That
may not be the case in the future. You’ll never divorce the
GFC 700 from the G1000, which means that the airplane
that has a GFC 700 will always have this autopilot installed
unless the entire operating system (whole panel) is
removed. So, it is highly unlikely any future modifications
will come from any manufacturer other than Garmin.
Any G1000 airplane is completely dependent upon Garmin
to provide proper service/updates in the future. Therefore,
make sure you REALLY like the entire G1000 package (and
the company Garmin itself) before buying a PA46 with
the G1000.
The greatest implication in the PA46 market is that
the G1000/GFC 700 will have to be removed from any
G1000 Mirage that may be upgraded to a JetProp in the
future, making this potential a financial improbability
in today’s market. But, it also means that current G1000/
GFC 700 airplanes are completely dependent upon Garmin
being a good vendor in the future. Garmin appears to be a
rock-solid company that is leading the industry. Let’s hope
Garmin remains strong.
GFC700is attitude-based. Like all great modern
autopilots, the GFC 700 is an attitude-based
autopilot, which means that it is smooth and accurate.
Some quirks, anomalies and other weird stuff.
The G1000/GFC 700 is a truly digital system, which
means that it is subject to the potential of strange electrical
anomalies. For instance, I recently flew a G1000 Mirage
that had not flown in a few months. After start, one of
the system components did not “talk” to the rest of the
system properly. I had no choice but to shut down the

10.

9.
8.
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Top Ten Nuan
Garmin G
by Joe Casey

airplane and restart the entire system. The reboot seemed
to fix the problem and everything worked perfectly on
subsequent flights.
“Everything is related to everything” in a G1000/GFC
700 airplane, so digital weird stuff (although relatively rare)
can occur and can require a patient pilot. Just as a restart
is required of a computer when it misbehaves, the G1000
can have some weird anomalies that can make you scratch
your head. The G1000/GFC 700 is completely dependent
upon proper hardware/software operation, so plan to work
closely with Garmin during your ownership of a G1000/
GFC 700 PA46.
You must read the “scoreboard.” The No. 1 fault
I see in all autopilot mishandling is failure to
verify the current pitch and roll mode after buttons are
pushed. A pilot must “tell it what to do” and then “validate
that it’s doing what you told it to do. GFC 700 pilots
sometimes push buttons and don’t look at the scoreboard.
The scoreboard is on the PFD and tells the pilot exactly
which “roll mode” and “pitch mode” is active. The active
mode will be green and the “on deck” mode (what will
happen next automatically) will be white. Interpreting
the scoreboard on a G1000 is critical. I see pilots pushing

7.

is huge and gives the pilot the best chance of recovery.
Vertical Navigation Mode. I’m lukewarm about this
mode, but pilots who use it regularly swear it’s the
coolest thing ever. You can set up the GFC 700 with a set
of descent angle parameters and the autopilot will fly the
vertical descent to an assigned altitude. If you are one of
those pilots that can never get the mental math right when
assigned a crossing restriction, consider using this mode in
the next descent. A pro pilot customer of mine who pilots
in the mountains swears the VNav function is a life-saver
during step-down approaches, nailing the “steps” along
the approach.
Trend Monitoring. If you have a properly formatted
card in the upper slot of the G1000, you can have
trend monitoring. But, it’s not complete trend monitoring
like that found on many JetProps with a Shadin Trend
Monitor. I like Trend Monitoring and have several
airplanes that are monitored by The Trend Group. (800297-6490; www.thetrendgroup.com.) G1000 monitoring
is available by The Trend Group, but it is limited by
the following:

ances of the
n GFC 700

buttons on the GFC 700 panel and never confirming
with the scoreboard, and this can lead to some serious
situational awareness issues.
Solid servos. Unlike some servos with other
inferior autopilots, the GFC 700 servos are very
robust, solid, and quick. A sluggish servo can be detected
by observing a gap between the Flight Director and the
wings on the display of the attitude indicator (of any
autopilot) with the autopilot ON. For instance, I recently
flew a non-G1000 airplane and the autopilot had a tough
time following the glide slope when (from fast cruise)
the gear was dropped and the power reduced rapidly
simultaneously at glide slope intercept. In a G1000/GFC
700 system, there is rarely a gap and the strong trim servos
can usually keep up easily.
Big horizon. One of the greatest threats to
any single-pilot airplane operation is a spatial
disorientation event. It has been proven that a pilot
who has experienced a vestibular illusion will return to
“normal” much faster when a large horizon can be seen.
Of course, in IMC the natural horizon of the earth will not
been seen, so the artificial horizon is the next-best thing. I
appreciate the size of the horizon on the G1000/ G700 as it

6.
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• Cruise data only: It will not record each start and will not
record climb data (which are both major phases of operation
that can create thermal events or over-torque events). So,
it’s truly only “trend monitoring,” and nothing else.
• No fault codes or “exceedances” are recorded. Trend monitors
in some PA46’s (especially the JetProp) are far more robust
and will record an exceedance anytime certain parameters
are exceeded. This is not so with the G1000.
Flight Path Marker: I affectionately call this the
“Green Thing” in flight with G1000 pilots (or G500
pilots). It’s the green bullseye that advises the pilot of the
“flight path” of the airplane. I find that either pilots know
exactly what this is and use it a LOT, or they have no idea
what it is and are shocked to find out they’ve ignored it for
so long. I think the Green Thing is super-cool and use it all
the time. In fact, I’ve grown so used to flying with it that
I nearly prefer to use it on an approach as opposed to the
flight director. If I’ve got a tough approach to minimums
in a G1000 airframe, I assure you that I’ll be flying the
Green Thing to help me keep the localizer and glide slope
centered. It takes a little bit of practice to understand
exactly how to use it on an approach, but once you “get it,”
you’ll wonder how you ever lived without it.
Go-around button: I’m a huge fan of the go-around
button! Of all the maneuvers I see butchered in
training, the go-around is the one most often mismanaged.
Everything changes at a go-around: The airplane shifts
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from a low-power, nose-down, “everything-hangingout” descent to a full-power, cleaning-up, nose-up climb.
The go-around button moves the flight director up to 7.5
degrees nose-up and gives the pilot “something to aim for”
in the go-around. In Refresher Training, about 50 percent
of G1000 pilots I train don’t use the go-around button at
all, which is not good. I even like to see the GFC 700 pilot
use the go-around button for every takeoff. While on the
ground, I like to see the go-around button pushed (which
moves the flight director to “GA Mode” for both pitch and
roll), and then I recommend that HDG mode be selected
(with the HDG bug set for runway heading). This puts the
airplane in the best position to make a successful takeoff.

36

Make no mistake: the go-around button is a very helpful
tool for the GFC 700 pilot.
Obviously, my opinion of the G1000 is high. I’ve got
several pro-pilot G1000/GFC 700 Meridian customers that
also fly some of the most advanced jets in the marketplace.
Concerning the GFC 700, they lavish praises such as
“airline quality,” “better than many jets,” and “supersmooth on approaches.” That’s high praise coming from
pilots who fly a lot of different upper-end airplanes. But,
like in any airplane, the pilot must know the autopilot and
avionics “cold,” and knowing the nuances makes the good
pilot better.
I hope my top 10 list of GFC 700 nuances helps you
become a better pilot!

°
•

Joe Casey is an ATP, CFI, CFII (A/H), MEI, CFIG, CFIH,
as well as a U.S. Army UH-60 Standardization Instructor/
Examiner. He has been a PA46 instructor for 14-plus
years, and has accumulated 11,800-plus hours of flight
time, 5,000 of which has been in the PA46. Contact Joe
at: www.flycasey.com, by email at joe@flycasey.com, or
by phone at 903.721.9549.
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A Love Affair with
Celebrating 100 Years
the Air with Hartzell Propeller

F

Piper and Hartzell collaborated on the certification of a
five-blade composite propeller
designed specifically new
Piper M500 and Meridian.

Few aviation companies today can claim to have a history
that goes all the way back to the age of the Wright Brothers.
But Hartzell Propeller can. For a century now, Hartzell has
invested in advancing propeller technology to make flying
safer and more efficient.
The same passion for flight that drove the Wright Brothers
to create the world’s first controllable, powered aircraft was
the same passion that inspired young Robert Hartzell to
secretly take flying lessons at Mc-Cook Field while enrolled
in engineering courses at the University of Cincinnati.
Though his parents disapproved, Robert wanted to be a
barnstormer. He even purchased his own aircraft.
Robert’s father George had established a wood
manufacturing company in Piqua, Ohio. Growing up
alongside his father, Robert learned how to transform
the wood from the Hartzell walnut farm into gun rifle
stocks, steering wheels, Victrola cases, and battery
boxes. To dissuade Robert from the dangerous life of
a barnstormer while continuing to feed his passion for
aviation, George helped Robert get a job at a new aircraft
repair and rebuilding business in Dayton.
It was here that Robert became familiar with how often
early wooden propellers were failing in the skies over Europe
during WWI. Early wooden propellers were manufactured
using multiple laminations of wood held together with
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glue. If these glue joints opened, the propeller would fail,
causing fatal accidents. Robert realized that though the
government published specifications for the manufacture of
wooden propellers, it provided no guidelines for how long
lumber should be dried to reach an acceptable durability.
His experiences with the walnut wood processed at his
father’s company told him that he could successfully make
improvements to the operation of wooden propellers by
adjusting the materials with which they were made.
Robert formed a friendship with Orville Wright in
1917, which naturally led to a discussion between the two
about how the Hartzell wood business in Piqua could
manufacture propellers. Those early propellers were hewn
from walnut wood with axes and glued with laminations,
then carved by hand to the appointed dimensions. Prices
for these early propellers ranged from $87 to $140.
After the war in 1923, Robert turned the experts at his
factory to the manufacturing of entire aircraft made from
plywood. These demonstration aircraft were entered in
many air races in 1923-24, winning money and notoriety
for the company.
The onset of WWII resulted in a surge of wartime orders
for Hartzell propellers, and interest in manufacturing
propellers made from materials other than wood. Hartzell
began manufacturing its first aluminum propellers in
1942. This led to the addition of new staff, as well as blade
grinding and inspection areas. New blade production
templates were also created, as well as new inspection
methods. Throughout the war, Hartzell produced 250
blades per month. The company also subcontracted
work for other propeller manufacturing companies,
and were responsible for grinding and finishing the
Hamilton Standard ground adjustable blade, “B” and “D”
shank model blades, and the Curtiss P-40 blade. Many
models of wood propellers and test clubs were also supplied
to companies such as Aeronca, Beech, Cessna, Fairchild,
Piper, Taylorcraft, and Waco.
The pace of innovation in aviation during the war
was unprecedented. To keep up, Robert brought on
Richard Grimes as chief engineer to help the company
create a controllable propeller. This new controllable

propeller had a cylindrical chamber behind the propeller
assembly, which was fed by oil and allowed for twoposition control so that the pitch of the propeller could
be changed. Grimes would also go on to design an
automatic variable pitch propeller mechanism, which
used an opposing counterweight and spring pressure. In
1946, Hartzell developed the first controllable propeller
for the Ryan Navion aircraft.
Toward the end of the war, Robert recognized the
need to invest in the development of lighter, more
durable materials with which to manufacture propellers.
This led to the creation of Hartzite, an early type of
composite material, which was made using cotton fabric
and thermosetting resin. The material was first used in
the production of Hartzell fans, and then rolled out into
the manufacture of propellers in 1944.
After the war, Hartzell helped to develop and
manufacture the new propellers that fueled the rise of
general aviation. The company used magnesium blades
to create new manufacturing techniques in 1952, and
developed the first full feathering and unfeathering
propeller during this period.
Frank Barhorst, who retired from Hartzell in 2001 as
vice president of manufacturing, worked at the company
for 45 years. He remembers starting in the grinding room
in the 1950’s. “The thing they always told me up front,”
Barhorst recalls, “is that you build on honor. What they
meant was that they wanted to make the best propeller
because people’s lives depended on it.”
The need for more durable, efficient propeller systems
for these aircraft led Hartzell to discontinue production
of wooden propellers in 1964. This allowed the company
to focus on more advanced constant-speed propellers that
provided better fuel efficiency and performance. To serve
the burgeoning turboprop market, Hartzell stepped up
and invested in the manufacturing of 4, 5, and 6-bladed
aluminum hub turboprop propellers.
Art Disbrow, president of Hartzell from 1981 to 1997,
observes that what changed most about the company
during this period was manufacturing. “We’ve advanced
manufacturing immensely over the years, as well
as composites,” he said. “When I started it was just
prototyping, and now we’ve got a great manufacturing operation.”
Hartzell factory in the early days.

“You build on honor. We wanted to make
the best propeller because people’s lives
depended on it.”
Frank Barhorst – Hartzell Vice President
of Manufacturing, Retired
What hasn’t changed over the last century is Hartzell’s
commitment to quality and excellence. “Everybody is
responsible for the quality of their work,” said Disbrow,
“whether it be engineering, engineering test, certification,
or manufacturing. Our employees just excel in everything, and they’re so dedicated. That’s what’s made
Hartzell, and that’s what has allowed us to advance over
the many years.”
Hartzell has also helped push the envelope on achievements in flight. The company partnered with the Voyager
team in 1986 to produce a propeller system that powered
the first flight to circumnavigate the globe without
refueling. The Grob Egrett-1 set the turboprop altitude
record of 53,500 feet in 1988 with Hartzell props, and when
the Boeing Condor broke the altitude record for pistonengine aircraft in 1989, it was using a Hartzell propeller
system, too.
Hartzell also continued to make advances in composite
blade technology. The FAA issued Hartzell the industry’s
first unlimited service life designation for composite blades.
In the 1990’s, the company was handpicked by NASA to
produce the propeller system for the General Aviation
Propulsion Program.
Hartzell’s confidence in the quality of its propellers led
to an aviation industry first in 2016, when they introduced
the extended warranty on Top Prop conversion propellers
that is now the longest warranty for propellers offered
anywhere in the general aviation industry.
“As a pilot and aircraft owner myself, I know that cost
is a big hurdle to the success of general aviation,” said
current Hartzell President Joe Brown. “We are doing our
part to reduce costs while at the same time promoting
safety through recommended periodic maintenance.
Hartzell’s employees embrace the drive for continuous
advancement. “I think what I’m most proud of is that
Hartzell does not accept maintaining the status quo,”
said Dennis Zimpfer, director of engineering who has
been with Hartzell for 35 years. “We’re not happy just
staying static; we’re constantly developing new products.
We’re developing new processes. The machine shop is
implementing a lot of new machining practices
and robotics.”
Looking ahead to the next century of Hartzell, one can
expect that the company will remain, today and every day,
a powerful driver of innovation led by those with a passion
for aviation, and built on honor.
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REGIONAL FLY-IN HENDERSON, NV

In-Depth WX Seminar Held
at MMSTF Safety Event
by Bill Panarello

“Hi there Capt’n Bill, it’s Mona Rathmel with MMSTF. You
interested in talking to a group about weather? I’ll give you
a little over four hours!”
“Thanks, it’ll be a piece of cake!” I replied. What
could go wrong?
So, I hung up the phone and took off thru the house to
find my copy of the red, white and blue Advisory Circular
that I know I had before the kids started flying. Also, I found
some other great flying articles from the 1970s and 1980s
and lost a few, fun hours there. But no Advisory Circular.
Since I’m now a “child of the magenta” with all the high-tech
stuff, I sat down with the iPad and Googled the A/C 00-45.
What? It’s canceled? It wasn’t a master warning, but I
dug a little deeper. In November 2016, Advisory Circular
00-45H was issued. OK, download to Goodreader, and
on a snowy night by the fireplace in Boston I started
reading. That led to a marathon wood-burning session,
and many hours later I had read through the 300-plus
pages of the Circular, canceled the “warning” and knew
I was in deep.
I use www.aviationweather.gov and have got a routine
burned in for preflight briefings. When flying the Boeing
we use WSI Optima Pro in an EFB that spoils us with
an amazing upload of info. For the local flights with the
kids, I still have them call the briefer to get the picture
and get on record for knocking out a chunk of compiling
with FAR 91.103.

H

It’s amazing what the ASF-400 group in D.C. has put
together. I believed that correlating the Circular with the
website was the way to go. It was going to be a lot of info, but
wanted to spend the time sharing the marvels of WSR 88D,
satellites, PIREPs, all rolled into snapshots of very current
weather updates. The good ole SIGMETs and AIRMETs
are still here from decades ago, but Graphical Turbulence
Guidance (GTG) is a lot more precise in real time. Current
and forecast icing products (CIP/FIP) really get you zoomed
in on the ice. Every webpage chart has an info button that
clears up a lot of your questions. WAFS and WIFS to keep
you out of trouble. Lots of new three-letter abbreviations to
learn. An Aviation Forecast Discussion, easy to read and ties
in with the TAFs.
Major emphasis on PIREPs, which the best part of the
combined charts. Don’t be so concerned about the format,
what’s important is getting ATC the PIREP info. The radar
info is amazing, and the Circular does a nice job explaining
it. On the single-site radar drop-down menu, you can
compare the different types of reflectivity. The Circular
will tell you who uses base or composite reflectivity in
their products.
I tortured them all afternoon by going to each dropdown folder, correlated to the Circular and then showed
the interaction of layers within the charts. One of the guys
showed us the flight-path tool, and the way it shows the
info on your route.

A Bill explained in his seminar, a picture is worth a thousand words. Airborne radar is a much
different tool than NEXRAD, XM or FIS-B. It’s important that pilots are trained in its proper use.
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One rabbit hole I did head down
was airborne radar and how it’s a
different animal from NEXRAD, XM
or FIS-B. A picture is worth a thousand
words. Let this one sink in! Get some
professional radar training, and enjoy
that amazing tool.
My son Jarad put together a threestep process to preflight planning
from Kabul, Afghanistan that used
the www.nfmoc.navy.mil for planning
and live flight planning on a flight to

snowy Tahoe. I was just getting going
before Mona threw out the hook so
we could get to dinner.
It was a great MMSTF seminar
at KHND; the discussions and
participation let me know I was
learning a lot from everyone’s
experiences. A great treat to meet
Dave: His passion for keeping the
blue side up gave me confidence
and security about the training they
were receiving. Fly like a pro and

MALIBU•MIRAGE•MERIDIAN•JETPROP

keep training. It’s amazing what you
can learn in a community setting.
Airmanship is more than piloting. It’s
being a creature of good habit, learning
and exercising command authority,
and not becoming complacent.
Afterward. I made my donation to
the slots, saw a great show, and rode a
Jet Blue jump seat to Boston.
Keep the blue side up and the ball
centered!

°
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Bill Panarello is a well-known
safety and weather presenter. He
has served 23 years as an airline
captain, 10 years as a company
check airman, and is currently
a Boston-based first officer for
American Airlines in the B737-800.
He currently conducts training for
TBM pilots with his “airline mindset
for general aviation” program.
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2017 CONVENTION

MMOPA

Fly-In Convention 2017

Sept. 13-17, Charleston Marriott, Charleston, SC

O

Only one event in the world is 100-percent tailored to
the needs and interests of PA46 owners: the 2014 MMOPA
Fly-In Convention. This year’s event promises to deliver
more – more great content, top-tier speakers and plenty of
opportunities for socializing. By press time, the convention
schedule of events and seminars was being finalized. Look
for the registration web site to go live in June.

As of late April, here are some of the confirmed
speakers and educational sessions:
• Update from Piper Aircraft (presented by a member of the
executive team)
• Fred Hyman Memorial Lecture – Tony James, President,
Tony James Aviation Investigations. Tony is a former FAA
senior air safety investigator who has investigated more
than 1,000 aircraft accidents, incidents and occurrences.
He has in excess of 15,000 hours and more than 50 year’s
experience in commercial and general aviation flying.
• Tom Poberezny, Chairman Emeritus of the Experimental
Aircraft Association (EAA). He served as president of the
EAA from 1989 to 2011 and chairman of the board of the
EAA from 2009 to 2011. Tom is an accomplished pilot
and respected advocate for all segments of the aviation
community.
• Landing PA46 Uneventfully with an Engine Out, Twice!
– Greg Wroclawski
• Foreflight Update/Tricks and Tips
• Mountain Flying – Joe Lechtanski
• Maintenance Updates – Kevin Mead & Chad Menne
• Owners Roundtable – Malibu, Mirage/Matrix,
Meridian/600, JetProp
• Garmin Update
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2017 Accident Review – Manny Casiano
Membership Meeting – Randy James
Travel to Cuba – Paul Himes
MMOPA Safety Initiatives – Bart Bartlett

Other highlights:
Airport Day – Charleston Executive Airport (KJZI)
Friday night dinner on the USS Yorktown
The aircraft carrier was commissioned April 15, 1943,
and participated significantly in the Pacific Offensive that
began in late 1943 and ended with the defeat of Japan in
1945. Yorktown received the Presidential Unit Citation,
and earned 11 battle stars for service in World War
II. It’s now the centerpiece of Patriots Point Naval and
Maritime Museum.
Companion’s Tour – Boone Hall Plantation
A visit to one of America’s oldest working plantations,
having been continuously growing and producing crops for
over three centuries. Afterward, you will enjoy lunch at a
great restaurant in downtown Charleston. After lunch, you
will have some time to enjoy shopping downtown.
Pre-Convention Tour – South Carolina Aquarium
After viewing thousands of wildlife species from sharks to
loggerhead sea turtles to great blue herons, you will enjoy
lunch at a great restaurant in downtown Charleston. After
lunch, you will have the opportunity to enjoy a horse and
buggy tour of the town.

°
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Domestic Service Centers
Southeast
Texas Piper North, Inc.
Addison, TX
Tel: 800-288-8375
Texas Piper South, Inc.
San Antonio, TX
Tel: 210-340-6780
Abilene Aero, Inc.
Lubbock, TX
Tel: 806-747-5101
Naples Air Center
Naples, FL
Tel: 800-226-4000

Southwest
American Aircraft
Maintenance, Inc.
Santa Ana, CA
Tel: 949-852-8420

Lone Mountain
Las Vegas, NV
Tel: 702-309-2200

Northwest
Western Aircraft Inc.
Boise, ID
Tel: 208-338-1800

West Coast Aircraft
Maintenance
Long Beach, CA
Tel: 562-981-6064

Midwest

Loyd’s Aircraft
Maintenance, Inc.
Bakersfield, CA
Tel: 661-393-1588

Des Moines Flying Service,
Inc.
Des Moines, IA
Tel: 515-256-5300

Mather Aviation
Van Nuys, CA
Tel: 818-782-7473

Lumanair Aviation Services
Sugar Grove, IL
Tel: 800-522-8778

Mather Aviation
Rancho Cordova, CA
Tel: 916-364-4711

Tri-State Aero, Inc.
Evansville, IN
Tel: 812-426-1221

Mangon Aircraft, Inc.
Petaluma, CA
Tel: 707-765-1848

Muncie Aviation Company
Muncie, IN
Tel: 800-289-7141

Ratliff Aviation, Inc.
Tucson, AZ
Tel: 520-746-1414

Kansas City Aviation Center
Olathe, KS
Tel :800-720-5222

Arapahoe Aero
Englewood, CO
Tel: 303-799-8386

Executive Air
Transport, Inc.
Muskeson, MI
Tel: 888-844-2359

Keystone Aviation
Salt Lake City, UT
801-359-2085
M M
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Malibu Aerospace, LLC
Blaine, MN
Tel: 877-662-5428
Wisconsin Aviation, Inc.
Madison, WI
Tel: 608-268-5003
Wisconsin Aviation, Inc.
Watertown, WI
Tel: 800-657-0761

Northeast
Three Wing Aviation Group,
LLC
Stratford, CT
Tel: 203-375-5796
Columbia Air Services
Groton, CT
Tel: 860-449-8999
Shoreline Aviation, Inc.
Marshfield, MA
Tel: 781-834-4928
Columbia Air Services
BHB, LLC
Trenton, ME
Tel: 207-667-5534
C & W Aero Services, Inc.
West Caldwell, NJ
Tel: 973-227-5750
Tiffin Aire
Tiffin, OH
Tel: 419-447-4263

Air Orlando Maintenance,
Inc.
Orlando, FL
Tel: 407-897-3819
Flightline Group, Inc.
Tallahassee, FL
Tel: 850-574-4444
Epps Aviation
Atlanta, GA
Tel: 770-458-9851
DLK Aviation
Kennesaw, GA
Tel: 770-427-4954
JPS Aviation LLC
Monroe, LA
Tel: 318-387-0222
Sun Aviation, Inc.
Vero Beach, FL
Tel: 772-562-9257
Skytech, Inc.
Rock Hill, SC
Tel: 803-366-5108
Averitt Air, Inc.
Nashville, TN
Tel: 615-360-2592
Daytona Aircraft Services, Inc
Daytona Beach, FL
Tel: 386-255-2049
Advanced Aircraft Center
Miami, FL
Tel: 305-259-8291

International Service Centers
Aviation Unlimited
Toronto Buttonville Airport
2833 16th Avenue, Box 101
Markham, Ontario L3R0P8
Tel: 905-477-4655

Piper UK Limited
London Oxford Airport,
Langford Lane
Kidlington, Oxford, OX5 1RA
United Kingdom
Tel: +44 1865 415 260

Mustang Maintenance & Repair
MCA Aviation Ltd.
216 Avro Lane
Business Aviation Centre
Calgary, Alberta,T3Z3S5
Hangar 603, Aviation Park
Tel: 403-286-1129
North East
Bournemouth International
Aero Teknic Inc.
Airport
4920 Route De L’Aeroport
Dorset, BH23 6NE
St. Hubert, QC J3Y8Y9
England - United Kingdom
Tel: 450-676-6299
Tel: +44(1202)571711
J.P.Martin Aviacao Ltda.
RGV Aviation Ltd.
Av. Olavo Fontoura, 780
Gloucester Airport
Campo de Marte
Hangar SE40
CEP 02012-021
Cheltenham GL51 6SP
Sao Paulo-SP-Brazil
United Kingdom
Tel: +55-11-3538-2555
Tel: +44-145-2855501
Hangar Uno, S.A.
Piper Generalvertretung
Aeropuerto Internacional
Deutschland AG
San Fernando
Flughafen Kassel
1646 San Fernando
Calden D 34379
Buenos Aires, Argentina
Germany
Tel: +54-11-4714-8100
Tel: +49-5674-70452
Single Air
Aeropuerto Del Norte - Hangar ARLT Aircraft Services
Flugplatz, Halle 4
45
Worms, DE-67547
AP Carretera Monterrey
Germany
Apodaca, Mexico
Tel: +49-624-1-23373
Tel: +52-81-8342-7020
AAC Austrian Aircraft Corp.
Flugplatz Vosleau
Osterreichische-A-2540 Austria
Tel: +43-225-2790894
AAC Austrian Aircraft Corp.
Flughafen Graz
A-8073 Feldkirchen
Austria
Tel: +43-316-296149
AAC Austrian Aircraft Corp.
Flughafen Linz, Hoersching
Osterreich A-4063
Austria
Tel: +43-722-164532
UNI-FLY
Odense Airport
Hangar 37
Odense DK-5270
Denmark
Tel: +45-6595-55044

Piloten Service, Robert Rieger
GmbH
Flugplatz Wallmuehle
Atting D-94348
Germany
Tel: +49-942-9716
Piloten Service, Robert Rieger
GmbH
94474 Vilshofen,
Flugplatz 2
Germany
Tel: +49-854-18974
Piper Maintenance GmbH
Flughafen Kassel
Calden 34379
Germany
Tel: +49-567-470480
Porta Air Service GmbH & Co. KG
Flughafen 9
Porta Westfalica D 32457
Germany
Tel: +49-573-176730

IAE Ltd.
Hangar 2
Cranfield Airfield
Bedford MK43 0JR
United Kingdom
Tel: +44-123-4750661

Cirrus d.o.o.
Tragovina, Prozvodnja
Tkaiska 12
SLO-3000 Celje
Slovenia
Tel: +38-63-4286230

Röder Präzision
Am Flugplatz
Egelsbach, D 63329
Germany
Tel: +49-610-34002670

RUAG Schweiz AG
Aeroporto Cantonale di Locarmo
Gordola CH-6596
Switzerland
Tel: +41-91-7453388

Spessart Air Service Center
Flugplatz Aschaffenburg
Großostheim D-63672
Germany
Tel: +49-602-66066

RUAG Schweiz AG
Aerodromo
Lodrino CH-6527
Switzerland
Tel: +41-91-8734111

Wilhelm Tank GmbH
Flugplatz MariensielWilhelmshaven
Sande D-26452
Germany
Tel: +49-442-1201010

Apollo Aviation Advisory Ltd.
Concorde House, 24 Cecil Pashley Way
Brighton City Airport.Shorehamby-Sea
West Sussez BN34 5FF
Tel: +44-1273-440-737

JB Investments Ltd
U1. Redutowa 10
Warszawa 01-103
Poland
Tel: +48-227-369919

Vizyon Aviation Industry &
Trade Inc.
Anittepe Mahllesi
Gazy Mustafa Kemal Blv
No:137/3
Ankara Turkey
Tel: +90312 231 1226

OK Business Aircraft, s.r.o.
Airport Příbram
Drasov 201
261 01 Příbram
Czech Republic
Tel: +42-31-8690644

Air Service Aircraft Maintenance
Flyplassveien 25
N-3514 Honefoss
Norway(Norge)
Tel:+47-21-999-708

Diamond Aero Srl.
Via Salaria 825,
Aeroporto Roma Urbe
Roma, Italy 00138
Tel: +39-06-88644660
Troyes Aviation S.A.R.L.
Aerdrome de BarbereySaint- Sulpice
10601 La Chapelle-Saint Luc
France
Tel: +33-32-5741537
Sim-Aviation
2nd Otdelenie s/za “ Solnechniy” 16
350012, Krasnodar, Russia
Tel: +78-61-2222200
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HISTROY PICS FROM THE PAST

Introducing the All-New
1984 Piper Malibu!
Memoirs of an Old Malibu Salesperson

I

By Amy Heaven
I had a total paradigm shift a few years ago while working
a general aviation trade show in Olathe, Kansas. A familiar
older gentleman looked at my nametag and exclaimed at
the top of his lungs “Oh! You are Amy Heaven! You used
to be hot!”
Yes, I remembered him, too. I had demoed him in a new
Malibu in 1984.
Flash back to the Piper dealer’s meeting in Orlando in
November 1982. “Technology ‘83” was the name of the
event. There I sat, probably next to Tom Beers, Jack Peter
and Martin Ingram. We had been gawking at the showgirls
in Tomahawk headdresses when the lights dimmed. Our
attention was drawn from the runway to the stage where a
magnificent curtain parted and dry ice vapor poured over
us. There was the silhouette of a spacecraft, as far as I was
concerned. It was certainly like nothing I had ever seen
before. It glided forward on a ramp and a turntable spun
the 43-foot wingspan over our heads. I was immediately
star struck.
What had been kept a dark secret from me was plenty.
Evidently, Jim Griswold, an engineer at Cessna, had been
romanced away to Piper with the objective of painting a
bull’s-eye on the Pressurized Centurion. At that time, in
1978, the P210 was the only aircraft manufactured in that
fast-growing segment of the general aviation market. Both
the Lakeland and Vero Beach design teams worked on the
project with the VRB location winning the contest in the
spring of 1979 with the newly-designated PA46 model.
Along the way, many variations were considered
including a four-place version and a twin-engine variety
(the production of the latter was a favorite rumor at the
ADI water cooler). Three different powerplants and two
different wings were involved in the experiment with all
but one on a T-tailed airframe.
In the interest of time and money, they skipped windtunnel testing and sent a test pilot aloft in a full-scale
poplar wood model with an oil drum for a fuel tank,
perched on Seneca landing gear (and I whimper when an
alternator light flickers). Powered by a Lycoming IO-540,
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it first flew in May 1979. The prototype PA46, familiar to
us now with the Continental IO-520 engine, first flew in
August 1982.
At the conclusion of “Technology ‘83,” Tex Badger flew us
home in a Cheyenne II where we discussed the impossibility
of selling a $295,000 single-engine airplane (list price on
the 1984 Malibu). Being employed by the Kansas City-based
Piper distributor, sales would have to be especially difficult
in Wichita, the population epicenter of my sales territory.
I didn’t see another Malibu until Feb. 9, 1983 when I
showed up for initial training on the PA46 in Oklahoma
City. Piper was treating us to a morning ground school
followed by a brief transition flight that afternoon. We
were instructed to bring our logbooks. Mine had an
impressive 521 hours as a VFR, single-engine pilot with
minimal complex time. In fact, much of that time was
earned without radios of any kind as it was accumulated
ferrying new Cherokees from KVRB to KOJC where
they were taxied straight to King Radio’s hangar for a
cost-savings installation.
Gail Tonneson was my transition instructor, and in her
logbook that day was probably a remark like “OMG” next
to my name. Though the remark was not in the current
Amy Heaven delivering a new 1976 Piper Archer.
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vernacular, it was certainly her sentiment. I distinctly
remember her asking me to switch from the right tank to
the left tank. I did so by sliding the lever to the left, hitting
that stop, then pushing it down and sliding it farther left.
After 1.2 hours of dual instruction, I came home
with my PA46 Flight School Diploma earned in the first
production Malibu, N43100, serial No. 46-8408003.
The factory was trying to put as much time on this
Malibu as quickly as possible to gauge wear patterns
and weaknesses. On a side note, interestingly enough,
N43100 is still being flown between Beaumont, Texas and
Alexandria, Minnesota by happy owner, Gary Strahan,
who says her total time is only 3,300 hours.
It would be another six months before we had a
demonstrator. The boss flipped me the keys and said, “Go
sell it.” I was off to Wichita to show the plane to the son of
a cardboard box manufacturer who turned out to be a real
sport. Climbing through 17,000 feet he asked me what that
switch did that said “DUMP.”

“I don’t know,” I honestly replied. “Push it and see.”
I vividly remember the day when the Emergency A.D.
came out grounding the fleet. It was before the internet and
the dreadful document arrived via overnight courier. I had
to phone a client who had taken delivery of a new Malibu
a week before. I had to break the news to him, and several
other clients, that their airplanes were affected and not
legal to fly. It was devastating, but the event gave birth to
MMOPA as owners and dealers banded together to preserve
the model’s value and integrity.
As the years flew by, both figuratively and literally, I
felt like I’d grown up with the PA46 family. We’ve evolved
from Continental to Lycoming to Pratt & Whitney. I’m still
in awe of the flight decks and newer generation autopilots.
I’ve seen the sweeping upgrades and the subtle refinements.
As all the PA46 model’s mature, unlike myself, they are
getting hotter!
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Photos of the first Piper Malibu that was revealed
to the Piper dealers in November 1982. The Piper
Mojave was also introduced at this event.
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